Accessories

BAYON

Create your
perfect
impression.

The stand-out design of your all-new BAYON crossover already says so many positive things about you.
And you can enhance that effect by adding your selection of Hyundai Genuine Accessories. All have
been specifically designed and manufactured to the same exacting standards of your BAYON. So they not
only look right, they are also guaranteed to fit perfectly.
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Styling

Your exclusive finishing touches.
Personalise the distinctive “Sensuous Sportiness” design theme with co-ordinated colour accents. Then continue the theme with
matching highlights inside the equally stylish cabin. And practical lighting additions. Complete your on-street image with expressive
alloy wheels and sporty body decals.
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Styling

Styling

Aqua turquoise
3
1
4

2

1. Door mirror caps
Add a striking design detail and colour accent to your BAYON’s exterior
with these door mirror caps. Only for vehicles with indicators on outside
mirrors.
Q0431ADE00TRS
2. Side skirts
Combine elegance with sportiness. These aqua turquoise side
skirts give an exclusive custom look to your BAYON.
Q0420ADE50TRS
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3. Tailgate trim line
Superb elegance in every detail. This aqua turquoise strip brings a stylish
finishing touch to your tailgate.
Q0491ADE50TRS
4. Rear bumper trim line
This trim line finish adds a subtle and refined horizontal detail all along
the top surface of your BAYON rear bumper.
Q0274ADE50TRS

5. Steering wheel inlay | 6. Door handle trims
Enhance the interior of your BAYON with these colour accents for steering
wheel and door handle. Available in exactly the same colours as the
exterior styling accessories. Images on page 4–5.
5. Q0014ADE00TRS | 6. Q0012ADE00TRS
7. Exterior styling kit
Stand out from the crowd with this head-turning range of BAYON styling
accessories. The styling kit consists of side skirts, tailgate trim line and rear
bumper trim line.
Q0300ADE50TRS
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Styling

Styling

Tomato red

3
1. Steering wheel inlay, Q0014ADE00TRD

2. Door handle trims, Q0012ADE00TRD

3. Door mirror caps, Q0431ADE00TRD

4. Side skirts, Q0420ADE50TRD

5. Rear bumper trim line, Q0274ADE50TRD

6. Tailgate trim line, Q0491ADE50TRD

1. Steering wheel inlay | 2. Door handle trims
Enhance the interior of your BAYON with these colour accents for steering
wheel and door handle. Available in exactly the same colours as the
exterior styling accessories.

4. Side skirts
Combine elegance with sportiness. These tomato red side skirts give an exclusive custom look
to your BAYON.

6. Tailgate trim line
Superb elegance in every detail. This tomato red strip brings a stylish
finishing touch to your tailgate.

5. Rear bumper trim line
This trim line finish adds a subtle and refined horizontal detail all along the top surface
of your BAYON rear bumper.

7. Exterior styling kit
Stand out from the crowd with this head-turning range of BAYON styling
accessories. The styling kit consists of side skirts, tailgate trim line and rear
bumper trim line.
Q0300ADE50TRD
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3. Door mirror caps
Add a striking design detail and colour accent to your BAYON’s exterior
with these door mirror caps. Only for vehicles with indicators on outside
mirrors.
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Styling

Styling

Phantom black

1. Steering wheel inlay, Q0014ADE00BL

2. Door handle trims, Q0012ADE00BL

3. Door mirror caps, Q0431ADE00BL

5
6

4. Side skirts, Q0420ADE50BL

5. Rear bumper trim line, Q0274ADE50BL

6. Tailgate trim line, Q0491ADE50BL

1. Steering wheel inlay | 2. Door handle trims
Enhance the interior of your BAYON with these colour accents for steering
wheel and door handle. Available in exactly the same colours as the
exterior styling accessories.

4. Side skirts
Combine elegance with sportiness. These phantom black side skirts give an exclusive custom look
to your BAYON.

6. Tailgate trim line
Superb elegance in every detail. This phantom black strip brings a stylish
finishing touch to your tailgate.

5. Rear bumper trim line
This trim line finish adds a subtle and refined horizontal detail all along the top surface of your
BAYON rear bumper. Also available in black grained finish (Q0274ADE50) which serves both style
and protection function.

7. Exterior styling kit
Stand out from the crowd with this head-turning range of BAYON styling
accessories. The styling kit consists of side skirts, tailgate trim line and rear
bumper trim line.
Q0300ADE50BL

3. Door mirror caps
Add a striking design detail and colour accent to your BAYON’s exterior
with these door mirror caps. Only for vehicles with indicators on outside
mirrors.
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1. Decals, racing stripes

1. Decals, racing stripes
Create the impression of even more sportiness
and speed with eye-catching racing stripes for your
car’s bonnet.
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2. Decals, sport stripes

1a. Q0200ADE60WH (glossy white)

1b. Q0200ADE60BU (sea blue)

1c. Q0200ADE60BL (matt black)

2a. Q0200ADE50WH (glossy white)

2b. Q0200ADE50BU (sea blue)

2c. Q0200ADE50BL (matt black)

2. Decals, sport stripes
Enhance the flow with these head-turning sport
stripes designed to highlight the sculpted upper
waistline.
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Styling

Styling

1. Side trim line, Q0271ADE00CL

2. Entry guards, Q0450ADE50ST

3. Wheel storage bags, 99495ADB00
8. LED trunk and tailgate lights
Never feel helpless again while trying to find some specific item in the dark. Or step into something
while doing so. The LED trunk and tailgate lights come to life as soon as you open the tailgate.
Enjoy perfect visibility in and outside your trunk!

4a.

1. Side trim line
Bring more premium dynamism to the side panels of your BAYON with
these high-gloss stainless steel side trim lines.
2. Entry guards
Make first impressions count. Welcome passengers to your cabin with
these stainless steel entry guards featuring the BAYON logo. Set of 4.
3. Wheel storage bags
Set of 4 wheel storage bags to keep your wheels, clothing and your
storage place clean. They also protect car interior during transportation.
Adjustable – one size fits all (up to 255/45 R20).

4b.

4. Alloy wheel 15" Sejong
15" ten-spoke alloy wheel, 6.0Jx15, suitable for 185/65 R15 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used
4a. Q0400ADE05 (silver)
4b. Q0400ADE05GR (graphite)
5. Alloy wheel 16", Sinan
16" ten-spoke alloy wheel, 6.0Jx16, suitable for 195/55 R16 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
5a. Q0400ADE06BC (bicolour/ machine finished)
5b. Q0400ADE06GR (graphite)

5a.

5b.

6.

6. Alloy wheel 17", Seoul
17" five-spoke alloy wheel, 6,5Jx17, suitable for 205/55 R17 tyres.
Cap included, original nuts can be used.
Q0400ADE57GR (graphite)

9a. LED footwell illumination, 1st row, blue, 99650ADE20

9b. LED footwell illumination, 1st row, white, 99650ADE20W

9c. LED footwell illumination, 2nd row, blue, 99650ADE31

9d. LED footwell illumination, 2nd row, white, 99650ADE31W

7. Locking wheel nuts and key
These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against theft.
Enjoy the peace of mind of knowing that your alloy wheels are staying
right where they belong.
99490ADE50 (not shown)

8.LED trunk and tailgate lights, 99652ADE00
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9. LED footwell illumination
Accentuate the premium flair of your cabin with concealed illumination of the footwell. It creates a welcome glow of refined ambient light whenever the
doors are opened and closed, fading out as the engine starts. Available in stylish blue and classic white. Second row can be installed only in combination
with the first row.
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Comfort

Make your every day a pleasure.
Comfort means much more than the softness of the seats. It’s the peace of mind you enjoy with Genuine accessories that
make every journey easier and more convenient. Starting with early-morning frost-free windows, it extends to relaxation,
well-being, or even entertainment for everyone on board.

3. Trunk organizer, foldable, 99123ADE00

2. Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®
99582ADE01

4. Ice/sunscreen, Q0723ADE00

1. Business suit hanger
Crease-free clothing on arrival. Attach it easily to the front seat, then hang it in your office or
hotel room. Must be removed if the rear seat is occupied.
2. Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®
Movies, apps, music and more. Your backseat passengers can enjoy full iPad® use with this cradle,
conveniently mounted on the front seat back. It can be tilted and rotated for the perfect viewing
angle.
3. Trunk organizer, foldable
Perfect for quickly organizing and securing any kind of supplies, folding away flat making room for
your next errand. With practical carrying straps and handholds for convenient transport outside your
car. Branded with Hyundai logo.

5. Armrest with storage box, Q0161ADE00

4. Ice/sunscreen
Comfort and visibility, all year round. This screen shields your cabin
from heat build-up on sunny days and prevents ice forming on your
windscreen in freezing temperatures.
5. Armrest with a storage box
Convenient support and handy storage in one. Mounted on the driver’s
seat, this adjustable hinged armrest features a convenient compart
ment for keeping small items. Only for vehicles without factory fitted
centre console.

1. Business suit hanger, 99770ADE00
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Transport

Transport

Defining your own possibilities.
No two days are the same. Maybe it’s all about the family. Meaning either a relaxed day out, or the
hectic combination of shopping, school runs or gardening work. Or it’s about active vacations
or expeditions for which we need all kinds of equipment. No problem with our Genuine accessories.

2. Tow bar, fixed
Looking for a convenient and reliable solution to transport heavy loads on a regular basis? This
corrosion-resistant tow bar gets full marks in all disciplines. Maximum payload for bike carrier usage
is 75 kg including bike carrier weight.
3. Tow bar, detachable
Detachable and above all dependable: You can rely on this corrosion-resistant steel tow bar to transport your cargo securely and efficiently. Featuring a 3-ball locking system, it can be simply detached.
Maximum payload for bike carrier usage is 75kg including bike carrier weight.

2. Tow bar, fixed, Q0280ADE50

3. Tow bar, detachable, Q0281ADE50

4. Tow bar wiring kit
Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multifunctional trailer module which amplifies all
necessary signals. Compatible with both conventional bulb and LED trailer lights and featuring
visual warning of trailer turn indicator malfunction. The rear fog lamp of the vehicle is automatically
switched off when a trailer is connected. The 13-pole based system is prepared to manage all
modern caravan functions. In order to use its full functionality, please additionally order +15/+30
extension cable.
13-pole: Q0621ADE50CP (waterproof socket housing)
+15/+30 extension for 13-pole: 55621ADE01
7-pole: Q0620ADE50CP (with drainage holes to prevent water accumulation)
Based on your actual tow bar usage, adapters are available to temporarily change 7-pole to 13-pole or
vice versa.
13-pole (vehicle) to 7-pole (trailer/caravan) adapter: E919999137
7-pole (vehicle) to 13-pole (trailer/caravan) adapter: 55622ADB00
Please consult your dealer for further information.
5. Dog guard
More comfort for passengers and a pet dog. Fitting perfectly between your BAYON rear seatbacks
and the roof, the easy-to-install grid is designed to keep a pet and cargo in the trunk area without
restricting the driver’s rearward view.

1. Bike carrier for all tow bars
On day cycle trips or biking holidays, this carrier takes all the hassle out of loading and unloading.
It carries two bikes with a maximum payload of 60kg. Compact and theft-resistant, you can even
open the tailgate with your bikes on the back!
E823055001 (LHD)
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5. Dog guard, Q0150ADE50
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Protection

How to look your best. Always.

6. Trunk liner
From gardening tools to family pets – some cargo can be potentially wet or grimy. This durable,
anti-slip and waterproof liner with raised edges will keep your trunk clean nonetheless.
Q0122ADE50 (for vehicles without luggage board)
Q0122ADE60 (for vehicles with luggage board and without premium sound system)
Q0122ADE60MH (for vehicles with luggage board and with premium sound system)

There’s no magic formula for looking younger than your age. But we can provide you with the ways and means
to halt the effects of daily use of your all-new BAYON. All our accessories are manufactured to withstand the kind
of the heavy use which, whether summer or winter, may come our way.

1. All weather mats
However extreme the weather, however extreme your adventure, these durable and easy-to-clean
floor mats form a protective layer against wet, muddy or sandy shoes.
Q0131ADE50GR (LHD / grey design element / set of 4)
Q0131ADE60GR (RHD / grey design element / set of 4).
2. Textile floor mats, velour
Introduce a good-looking yet hard-wearing floor covering to your vehicle in high-quality velour.
The tailor-made mats feature the BAYON logo in the front row and are held in place with fixing points
and anti-slip backing.
Q0143ADE50 (LHD/ set of 4)
Q0143ADE60 (RHD/ set of 4).

1. All weather mats, Q0131ADE50GR
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3. Textile floor mats, standard
Guard your cabin floor from everyday wear, with this protective covering
of hard-wearing needle felt. Made-to-measure, featuring the BAYON logo
in the driver’s mat and anti-slip backing
Q0141ADE50 (LHD/ set of 4)
Q0141ADE60 (RHD/ set of 4).

5. Trunk mat , reversible
This dual-function trunk mat has the soft cushioning of high-quality velour
for sensitive cargo and an anti-slip dirt-resistant surface for more rugged
transportation. Featuring BAYON flag logo.
Q0120ADE50 (For vehicles without luggage board).

4. Trunk mat
Made-to-measure, made-to-protect. No matter what your cargo, this mat
keeps your trunk looking like new for longer. Made from high-quality velour
and featuring the BAYON logo.
Q0120ADE60 (for vehicles with luggage board and
without premium sound system)
Q0120ADE60MH (for vehicles with luggage board and
with premium sound system).

2. Textile floor mats, velour, Q0143ADE50

3. Textile floor mats, standard, Q0141ADE50

4. Trunk mat, Q0120ADE60

5. Trunk mat, reversible , Q0120ADE50

Protection

2. Door sill protection foils, transparent, 99451ADE00TR

3. Door sill protection foils, black, 99451ADE00BL

4. Side door mouldings, Q0271ADE00BL

5. Door handle recess protection foils, 99272ADE00

1. Rear bumper protection foil, black
Covered and carefree. This black film gives you the peace of mind of knowing that the top surface of your rear bumper
is protected from scrapes and scuffs.

4. Side door mouldings
Enhance your style, protect the looks. These mouldings add dynamism to your BAYON’s exterior while protecting the side
bodywork from potential damage. They can be painted in your car’s colour. Set of 4.

2 Door sill protection foils, transparent
Discrete transparent material offers protection against scratching to keep your car in pristine condition. Self adhesive. Set of 4.

5. Door handle recess protection foil
Door handle recesses are particularly prone to potential wear over time. These foils counter this issue, keeping your paintwork
here looking like new and free of any fingernail or key scratches.

3. Door sill protection foils, black
Durable black foil that protect and preserve paintwork from everyday wear and tear. Self adhesive. Set of 4.
1. Rear bumper protection foil, black, Q0272ADE50BL
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Safety & Care

Safety & Care

Ready for the unexpected.
Your instinct is to care for your family and others. Our instinct is to provide you with the means to keep you and your passengers safe and secure.
You can be assured that all of our safety and care accessories are certified to meet the latest European standards. Exactly like your all-new BAYON.

1. Warning triangle
Stay safe when stranded. This high-visibility warning triangle makes sure
approaching motorists see you in time. Lightweight, stable and foldable,
it is also compliant with the latest ECE-R27 standard, a legal requirement
in most European countries.
2. Safety vest
Maximum visibility for maximum safety, all day and night. This neon vest
with reflective strips lets other motorists see you from a distance if you
have to leave your BAYON. It complies with EN 20471, a legal requirement
in most European countries.
One size fits all.
3. Safety bag
Enjoy the added peace of mind of having this safety bag on board. This
safety bag contains two safety vests, a warning triangle and a first
aid kit that complies with current DIN 13164: 2014, a legal requirement
in several European countries.

1. Warning triangle, 99942ADE00

5. Summer car care kit, LP974APE102H

6. Winter car care kit, LP973APE109H

5. Summer car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated summer screen wash to keep your view of the road crystal-clear and smear-free.
The insect remover spray removes stubborn insect remains from the windscreen and headlights. Formulated especially
for alloy wheels, the rim cleaner spray simplifies the removal of brake dust and grime. The extra sponge helps to wipe away
tough blemishes from glass surfaces.
6. Winter car care kit
This kit contains a bottle of concentrated winter screen wash to ensure that your wipers run smoothly over the windscreen. Plus
a windscreen de-icer pump spray that helps to clear frozen windows and prevent re-icing. An ice scraper speeds up the removal
of ice, and a sponge wipes away condensation from the windows.
2. Safety vest, 99941ADE00
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7. Ice scraper with glove, LP950APE01H

8. Glasscoat, LP982APE1GOLH

7. Ice scraper with glove
Convenience without the cold chill. Keep your hand dry and warm while scraping snow and ice from your windscreen.
8. Glasscoat
More protection, more shine: The advanced glasscoat formula shields your exterior from the effects of pollution, solvent,
road salt, car washes and bird deposits – no waxing required. You can even use it to keep your carpets and upholstery clean
from everyday dirt and stains.

3. Safety bag, 99940ADE00
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Merchandise

Merchandise

Impress with style. Hyundai collection.
Wherever you go, you’ll cut quite a figure in these stylish complementing garments. A Hyundai collection made to match any weather condition.
Worn according to the onion principle, you’ll ride out whatever the skies send after you. Whether you’re exploring a canyon or a city – you’ll be
able to adapt to wind, rain, sun and cold.
Windbreaker, unisex

Down vest, unisex

Sweatshirt, men

Sweat cardigan, men

Polo shirt, men

Polo shirt, women

Product

Softshell jacket, women

Sweat jacket, women

Softshell jacket, men

Description

Softshell jacket

93 % polyester, 7 % elastane. Customized zip pull, heart side and back logo in silicone print.

Windbreaker
Down vest
Sweatshirt

80 % cotton, 20 % polyester. Customized zip pull, heart side and back logo embroidered.

Sweat cardigan

80 % cotton, 20 % polyester. Heart side and back logo embroidered.

Sweat jacket, men

Size

XS

Men

Hyundai cap

S

M

L

XL

XXL

3XL

●

●

●

●

●

●

Women

●

●

●

●

●

●

100 % polyester. Customized zip pull, heart side and back logo in silicone print.

Unisex

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

100 % polyester. Customized zip pull, side mesh for better ventilation, heart side and back logo in silicone.

Unisex

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Men

●

●

●

●

●

●

Men

●

●

●

●

●

●

Men

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Sweat jacket

80 % cotton, 20 % polyester. Customized zip pull, heart side and back logo embroidered.

Polo shirt

100 % cotton pique. Heart side and back logo embroidered.

Women

●

Men
Women

●

●

Please contact your dealer for part numbers and price information.
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Dealer stamp

The Hyundai 5-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been originally
sold by an authorized Hyundai dealer to an end-customer, as set out in the terms and conditions of the
warranty booklet.

Hyundai Motor Company
http://worldwide.hyundai.com
GEN. BAYON Accessories Brochure 0521 ENG. WD
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All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is
intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of vehicle colours are due to
the limitations of printing technology. The products shown correspond to the offer and the range of equipment
for European markets. The vehicles shown in this brochure may be equipped with additional equipment at
extra cost, and not all model versions are included in this brochure. Hyundai Motor Europe reserves the right
to make changes to technical specifications and equipment content without notice.
Please consult your Hyundai dealer for exact details.

